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"Very well! Brat, you asked for it! Since you want to die, I'll grant you your wish!" The Fifth Guardian was incredibly frustrated.

After that, he wasted no more time as he charged at Leon with incredible force!

"Perfect!" Leon scoffed.

He stepped forward and advanced instead of retreating. He charged at the Fifth Guardian with all his might as well!

"Trying to pull the same trick? Do you think I'm an idiot?!" The Fifth Guardian sneered, looking at Leon like he was looking at

someone completely insignificant.

He already saw through Leon's tricks earlier thanks to the Sixth Guardian already experiencing it. There was no way he would

face Leon head-on!

He quickly moved aside, using his speed advantage to constantly switch up his moves, trying to drag things with Leon!

After the earlier confrontation, he already saw that Leon's speed, skill, and various attributes were only at the intermediate or

advanced Emperor State at most!

It was just that Leon used his protective treasure to get lucky and hurt the Sixth Guardian!

Treasures were usually limited in use, and they rarely ever exceeded three uses!

He planned on dragging in with Leon, using his speed to either beat the defensive treasure on Leon's body or use up the number

of uses!

Then, if Leon did not have that treasure, he would be able to deal with Leon easily with skills at the Semi Almighty State!

Things went as the Fifth Guardian expected. Even though Leon many trump cards, he was still only at the initial

Golden Core Phase. He was equivalent to being able to beat anyone at the intermediate Emperor State!

Whether it was his skill or speed, he was still not at the level of the Fifth Guardian.

The Fifth Guardian was using the advantage of speed to toy around with him. He quickly found himself at a disadvantage!

Thankfully, he still had his Mirror of Sovereign and was calmly facing everything. It was enough to make up for his deficiency in

speed!

However, after over a dozen exchanges, the Fifth Guardian got quicker and quicker. Leon slowly found himself unable to keep up

with the Fifth Guardian's tempo!

Of course, he still did not use his Ultimate rank Earth Class technique, Phantom Steps. That would have increased his speed

and done away with the danger he was facing.

However, Phantom Steps used a lot of spiritual energy. He could not use it whenever he wanted.

Furthermore, the Fifth Guardian was too much stronger than he was. If he used Phantom Steps too early and the Fifth Guardian

became on guard against it, it would do him no good!

Taking the chance, the Fifth Guardian struck Leon two of three times, but it was all blocked by the Mirror of Sovereign.

Leon could already vaguely guess that the Fifth Guardian was trying to break through his defenses. He decided to just take it in

his stride, taking a few steps back and acting like he was struck, leaving a chance for the Fifth Guardian!

"Brat, die!" The Fifth Guardian let out a vicious smile when he saw that Leon showed a weakness.

After that, he did not hesitate at all as he struck out with immense power at Leon!

Since he did not fight Leon head-on, he did not know if he already broke through Leon's defensive treasure!

However, he knew that Leon already used the treasure to stop Rodney and the Sixth Guardian!

On top of that, Leon was forced back by him!

If there were no surprises, Leon must have already finished using the treasure!

It was the perfect chance to get rid of Leon!

There was no way he would let it slip!
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